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Anthropology
Chinese Epigraphy in Singapore 1819-1911 / Kenneth Dean & Hue Guan
Thye
Singapore/China: NUS Press & Guangxi Normal University Press, 2017
2v.
9789971698713
$ 195.00 (Set) / HB
5350gm.
The history of Singapore’s Chinese community has been carved in stone
and wood throughout the country. This book looks specifically at sixtytwo temples, native-place associations, and guildhalls where epigraphs
made between 1819 and 1911 are still found today. These early
inscriptions provide first-hand historical information on the aspirations
and contributions of the early generation of Chinese settlers in Singapore
and reveal the many ways that the epigraph’s chosen structures—and the
institutions they represent—have evolved over the years. These
epigraphs, newly translated into English, open a window into the world of
Chinese communities in Singapore, offering an important source for the
study of both Chinese overseas as well as the place of Buddhism and
Taoism within the political and social climate of colonial and postcolonial
Singapore
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=236509
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Art
Reframing Modernism : Painting from Southeast Asia, Europe and
Beyond / (Eds) Sarah Lee & Sara Siew
Singapore: National Gallery Singapore, 2016
248p.
9789810995614
1. Painting, Southeast Asian – 20th century – Exhibitions
2. Painting, Southeast Asian – 21st century – Exhibitions
3. Painting, European – 20th century – Exhibitions
4. Painting, European – 21st century – Exhibitions
5. Painting, Modern – 20th century – Exhibitions
6. Painting, Modern – 21st century – Exhibitions
7. Modernism (Art) – Southeast Asia
8. Modernism (Art) – Europe
$ 80.00 / PB
1400gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238386

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Anatomy of a Free Mind : Tan Swie Hian’s Notebook and Creations = Jie xi
zi you xin : Chen Ruixian gao ben yu chuang zuo / (Intro & Notes) Yap SuYin (Ed) Martin Cross & Sng Siok Ai
Singapore: National Library Board, Singapore & Editions Didier Millet Pte
Ltd, 2016
272p.
9789814610353
$ 50.00 / HB
1620gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238387

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ng Teng Fong Roof Garden Commission : Danh Vo / (Ed) Charmaine Toh
Singapore: National Gallery Singapore, 2016
62p.
9789811122361
1. Vo, Danh, 1975 – Exhibitions
2. Sculpture – Singapore – Exhibitions
$ 25.00 / HB
344gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238388
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NUS Baba House : Architecture and Artefacts of a Straits Chinese Home /
Foo Su Ling (et al.) (Ed) Sng Siok Ai
Singapore: NUS Baba House & Editions Didier Millet. 2016
144p.
Includes Index ; Bibliography
9789814385626
$ 26.00 / PB
430gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238389

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nalanda, Srivijaya and Beyond : Re-exploring Buddhist Art in Asia / (Ed)
Gauri Parimoo Krishnan
Singapore: National Heritage Board (c/o Asian Civilisations Museum),
2016
296p.
Includes Index ; Bibliography
9789810999124
1. Buddhist art and symbolism – India
2. Buddhist art and symbolism – China
3. Buddhist art and symbolism – Southeast Asia
4. Buddhism – India – History
5. Buddhism – China – History
6. Buddhism – Southeast Asia – History
$ 30.00 / PB
836gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238394

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Singapore Biennale 2016 : An Atlas of Mirrors / (Ed) Susie Lingham
Singapore: Singapore Art Museum (SAM), 2016
220p.
9789811111648
$ 65.00 / HB
1320gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238395
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Cities and Kings : Ancient Treasures From Myanmar / (Ed) Stephen A.
Murphy
Singapore: Asian Civilisations Museum, 2016
175p.
Includes Index ; Bibliography
9789811117305
$ 34.00 / PB
920gm.
Exhibition presented at the Asian Civilisations Museum, Singapore from 2
December 2016 to 5 March 2017
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238397

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ecology / Environment
The Kranji Countryside : Soul of Singapore / Carolyn Ortega & Bertrand
Chauvel
Singapore: Kranji Countryside Association, Singapore, 2016
71p.
9789811113130
$ 30.00 / HB
578gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238029

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Economics
Asian Port Cities : Uniting Land and Water Worlds / Sharon Siddique
Singapore: Lee Kuan Yew Centre for Innovative Cities, Singapore
University of Technology and Design, 2016
162p.
Includes Bibliography
9789811109409
$ 25.00 / PB
710gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238400
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Singapore Smart City : Smart State / (Author) Kent E. Calder
Washington D.C, USA: Brookings Institution Press (for Talisman
Publishing Pte Ltd), 2017
xvi, 238p.
Includes Index ; Bibliography
9789811118173
1. Singapore – Politics and government – 19902. Singapore – Social policy
3. Singapore – Economic policy
4. Urban policy – Singapore
5. City and town life – Singapore
6. Community life – Singapore
7. City-states – Case studies
8. Globalization – Case Studies
9. BISAC: BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / International / Economics
10. POLITICAL SCIENCE / Globalization
11. BUSINESS & ECONOMIC / Development / Economic Development
$ 26.00 / PB
474gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238405

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Eighteenth Singapore Economic Roundtable November 2012 / (Ed)
Manu Bhaskaran, Faizan bin Yahya, Sarjune Ibrahim s/o Sitheek
Singapore : Straits Times Press, 2014
94p.
9789814342674
1. Singapore – Economic Policy – Congresses
2. Singapore – Economic Conditions – Congresses
$ 32.00/PB
200gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=237456

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Nineteenth Singapore Economic Roundtable May 2013 / (Ed) Manu
Bhaskaran, Faizan bin Yahya, Sarjune Ibrahim s/o Sitheek
Singapore : Straits Times Press, 2015
123p.
9789814342841
1. Singapore – Economic Policy – Congresses
2. Singapore – Economic Conditions – Congresses
$ 32.00/PB
245gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=237457
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The Twentieth Singapore Economic Roundtable November 2013 / (Ed)
Manu Bhaskaran, Faizan bin Yahya, Sarjune Ibrahim s/o Sitheek
Singapore : Straits Times Press, 2015
103p.
9789814342964
1. Singapore – Economic Policy – Congresses
2. Singapore – Economic Conditions – Congresses
$ 32.00/PB
245gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=237458

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------General
Times Business Directory of Singapore : Buku Merah 2016/17 : 135th Ed.
Singapore : Marshall Cavendish Business Information Private Limited.,
2016
748p.
ISSN 0217-6009
$ 150.00 / HB
2320gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=237459

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Directory of Singapore Process & Chemicals Industries 2015/16 : 17th Ed.
Singapore : Marshall Cavendish for Association of Process Industry, 2015
440p.
ISSN 2010-0507
$ 40.00 / PB
1284gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=237460

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Directory of Singapore Process & Chemicals Industries 2016/17 : 18th Ed.
Singapore : Marshall Cavendish for Association of Process Industry, 2016
443p.
ISSN 2010-0507
$ 40.00 / PB
1330gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=237461
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The Strength Of The Human Spirit : 5 Years on Great East Japan
Earthquake and Tsunami / Kulvinder Kaur (et al.)
Singapore: Singapore Red Cross Society, 2016
98p.
Includes DVD video
9789810985974
$ 50.00 / PB
474gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=236406

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------History
Live Free in the Spirit of Serving : Penang Free School, 1816-2016 /
(Author) Tan Chung Lee
Singapore: The Old Frees’ Association, Singapore, 2016
168p.
9789810942519
$ 40.00 / HB
1050gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238025

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Masjid Sultan, Est. 1824 : A Lasting Legacy at the Heart of Singapore /
Safinah Holdings Pte Ltd
Singapore: Sultan Mosque, Singapore, 2015
147p.
9789810981785
$ 50.00 / PB
702gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238014

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lee Kuan Yew : Through the Eyes of Chinese Scholars / (Authors) ChenNing Yang (et al.)
Singapore: World Scientific Publishing Co. Pte. Ltd., 2017
xii, 204p.
9789813202313 (HB)
1. Lee Kuan Yew, 1923-2015
2. Singapore – history
3. Singapore – Politics and government
$ 50.00 / HB
510gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238406
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Lee Kuan Yew : Through the Eyes of Chinese Scholars / (Authors) ChenNing Yang (et al.)
Singapore: World Scientific Publishing Co. Pte. Ltd., 2017
xii, 204p. (PB)
9789813209374 (PB)
1. Lee Kuan Yew, 1923-2015
2. Singapore – history
3. Singapore – Politics and government
$ 24.00 / PB
400gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238407

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Days of Darkness, Days of Light : The Singapore Methodist Community’s
Stories of Experiences During the Japanese Occupation (1942-1945)
Singapore: The Methodist Church in Singapore, 2015
xxiv, 232p.
9789810963569
$ 40.00 / PB
576gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238408

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mochtar Riady : My Life Story/ Mochtar Riady
Singapore: Wiley-John Wiley & Sons Singapore Pte. Ltd., 2017
xxxviii, 330p.
Includes Index
9781119256366
$ 40.00 / PB
784gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238409

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------We Love Serangoon Gardens : Urban Sketchers Singapore
Singapore: Epigram Books, 2017
96p.
9789811700569
Our Neighbourhood Series
1. Singapore – Social life and customs – 20th century
2. Serangoon Gardens (Singapore) – History – 20th century
$ 11.00 / PB
120gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238410
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Singapore Chronicles : Energy / Tilak Doshi, Lin Fangjun
Singapore : Institute of Policy Studies: Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
108p.
Includes Bibliographical References and Index
9789814747318
1. Power Resources – Singapore
2. Energy Development – Singapore
3. Energy Policy – Singapore
$ 12.00 / PB
152gm.
Starting with a condensed history of the beginnings of Singapore’s oil
industry since 1870, this book describes how Singapore emerged by the
early 1980s as the “East of Suez” hub for oil refining, petrochemicals
manufacturing and trading, and an important supplier of offshore vessels,
equipment and services for the oil and gas industries in Southeast Asia
and beyond. By then, it had also consolidated its position as the oil price
discovery centre for the Asia-Pacific time zone, attaining an importance to
global oil markets comparable to New York and London. Critical policy
issues facing government planners in energy security, energy efficiency
and environmental sustainability are also discussed to inform the reader
of the key issues related to the story of oil in Singapore.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238022
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Singapore Chronicles : Governance / Peter Ho, Anuradha Shroff, Codey
Tan, Hazel See, Lena Leong
Singapore : Institute of Policy Studies: Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
136p.
Includes Bibliographical References and Index
9789814747196
1. Public Administration – Singapore
2. Political Culture – Singapore
$ 12.00 / PB
188gm.
Good governance is at the heart of Singapore’s development, forged in the
furnace of the early challenges that Singapore faced after Independence,
and shaped by its leaders to refl ect their long-term vision. This book
chronicles key aspects of Singapore’s governance – such as
incorruptibility, pragmatism and meritocracy – and demonstrates how
institutions, policies and strategies combined to play a critical role in
Singapore’s transformation from a Third to a First World nation. It offers
references for readers to understand the origins of Singapore’s public
policy and principles of governance.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238023

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Singapore Chronicles : Emergency / Kumar Ramakrishna
Singapore : Institute of Policy Studies: Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
108p.
Includes Bibliographical References and Index
9789814747097
1. Communism – Singapore – History – 20th Century
2. Singapore – History – 20th Century
$ 12.00 / PB
154gm.
This book examines the origins of the Communist Party of Malaya (CPM)
in the inter-War years and its subsequent development against the wider
backdrop of the Cold War. The chameleon-like CPM, in its determined
quest to set up a Communist Republic of Malaya and Singapore, mounted
a violent rural insurgency in Malaya and later
shifted to urban subversion of the bourgeoning anti-colonial left-wing
movement in Singapore itself. It was a gambit that almost succeeded.
Contemporary Singapore’s emphasis on law and order cannot be
understood without reference to its long twilight struggle with the CPM, a
fateful conflict that ended only in 1989.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238019
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Singapore Chronicles : Food / Sylvia Tan
Singapore : Institute of Policy Studies: Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
100p.
Includes Bibliographical References and Index
9789814747431
1. Food – Singapore
2. Food – Singapore – History
3. Singapore – Social Life and Customs
$ 12.00 / PB
148gm.
Singapore’s reputation as a food paradise reflects its position at the
intersection of four culinary cultures: Chinese, Malay, Indian and
European. This book discusses these influences and traces changes in
cooking practices and eating habits that have produced a sophisticated
and cosmopolitan city known for the variety of the dining experiences it
offers. These range from fish-head curry and laksa lemak to chilli crab,
raw fish salad and mee goreng. Dishes such as these attest to a unique
culinary heritage which lives on in both high-end restaurants and the
hawker centres that dot the gastronomic map of Singapore.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238411

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Singapore Chronicles : Opposition / Zuraidah Ibrahim, Andrea Ong
Singapore : Institute of Policy Studies: Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
104p.
Includes Bibliographical References and Index
9789814747189
1. Opposition (Political Science) – Singapore
2. Singapore – Politics and Government
$ 12.00 / PB
148gm.
In the 2015 General Election, which coincided with the 50th year of
Singapore’s Independence, six seats went to the opposition. This formed
just about 7 per cent of all elected seats, but still represented a
remarkable achievement after the whittled-down opposition presence in
Parliament from 1965 to 2011. This primer traces the eventful history of
Singapore’s opposition parties from post-World War II days to the
present. It tells the story of these parties, which is one filled with
personalities, setbacks and ideals. It also examines the opposition
movement’s challenges and prospects – in particular, its potential growth
trajectories and the shape of Singapore’s political system in the future.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238021
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Singapore Chronicles: Demography/ Yap Mui Teng, Christopher Gee
Singapore : Institute of Policy Studies: Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
104p.
Includes Bibliographical References and Index
9789814747295
1. Singapore – Population
2. Demography – Singapore
$ 12.00 / PB
150gm.
Singapore’s population is a veritable mix of nationalities, ethnic groups,
languages and religious affiliations. Its unique trajectory of size and
composition is mapped out by various phases of migration. There also has
been a demographic transition from high birth and death rates in the
post-World War II years to the very low birth and death rates today. This
book traces the trends and developments in Singapore’s population from
the pre-Independence period, when there was relatively little
control over migration and fertility; through the period of population
control from Independence to the 1980s; to the more expansionary years
from the mid-1980s until recently.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238024
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Singapore Chronicles : Water / Tan Gee Paw
Singapore : Institute of Policy Studies: Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
100p.
Includes Bibliographical References and Index
9789814747301
1. Water-supply – Government Policy – Singapore
2. Water-supply-Singapore –Management
3. Waterworks – Singapore – Management
$ 12.00 / PB
150gm.
Water is more than a basic human necessity in Singapore. Its supply was
a strategic collaboration between two British colonies and, later, formed
the core of the two independent nations’ strategic relationship. This book
traces the story of how Singapore was almost totally dependent on the
Malay Peninsula to quench its daily thirst and how it has now become
almost self-sufficient. Water is also a catalyst for a nation’s economic
development, and lies at the heart of a city’s living environment. This
book details the transformation of the water landscape made possible by
judicious long-term planning alongside technology and policy innovation.
It ends with a view of the nation’s future opportunities, both economic
and strategic, that have been created as a result of this transformation
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238412
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Singapore Chronicles : Social Services / Ho Chi Tim, Ann Wee
Singapore : Institute of Policy Studies: Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
112p.
Includes Bibliographical References and Index
9789814747493
1. Social Service – Singapore
2. Social Service – Singapore – History
3. Singapore – Social Policy
$ 12.00 / PB
150gm.
This book presents a historical overview of personal social services in
Singapore, known fundamentally as social welfare. The well-being of the
Singapore nation is usually understood and presented in broad
imperatives, such as defence and economy. In the colonial times,
relatively less attention was paid to the significant everyday needs of
Singaporeans at various stages in their lives, anticipated or otherwise.
The post-colonial government had taken these matters seriously and over
time addressed many issues of social welfare in a systematic and
sustainable fashion. However, this is work in progress as social welfare is
not a static concept and people are a static group.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238413
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Singapore Chronicles : Gateways / David Ho Kim Hin, Ho Mun Wai
Singapore : Institute of Policy Studies: Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
104p.
Includes Bibliographical References and Index
9789814747264
1. Singapore – Commerce
2. Singapore – Economic Policy
3. Harbors – Economic Aspects – Singapore
4. Airports – Economic Aspects – Singapore
5. Freight and Freightage – Economic Aspects – Singapore
$ 12.00 / PB
150gm.
Singapore has leveraged on its strategic location and open economy to
become a global maritime and logistics centre. In particular, the port has
grown from being just a terminal for ships to berth in, to hosting a
maritime industry. On the aviation front, Singapore has moved from a
mere airfield in Kallang to Changi Airport, among the best in the
world and connected to more than 200 cities. There is also a vibrant
aerospace industry. However, intense challenges lie ahead. This book
examines how Singapore needs to raise the bar to remain a strategic
gateway to the region and the rest of the world.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238020
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Singapore Chronicles : Language / Eddie C Y Kuo, Brenda Chan
Singapore : Institute of Policy Studies: Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
116p.
Includes Bibliographical References and Index
9789814747417
1. Singapore – Languages
2. Sociolinguistics – Singapore
3. Language Planning – Singapore
$ 12.00 / PB
150gm.
Understanding language use is particularly challenging in a cosmopolitan
city-state such as Singapore, with its multi-ethnic society that recognises
four official languages – English, Chinese, Malay and Tamil. This book
reviews and discusses the changing language use patterns within
Singapore society from Independence till today. It looks particularly at
how they have been influenced by and, in turn, shape the state’s language
policies executed through education, language campaigns, mass media
and so on. It also illustrates how language management by the
Government is challenged by the emergence of colloquial forms such as
Singlish, which is embraced by some citizens as uniquely Singaporean.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238027

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Singapore Chronicles : Civil Society / Gillian Koh, Debbie Soon
Singapore : Institute of Policy Studies: Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
108p.
Includes Bibliographical References and Index
9789814747219
1. Civil Society – Singapore – History
2. Political Participation – Singapore
3. Political Culture – Singapore
$ 12.00 / PB
150gm.
This book documents the development of civil society in Singapore from
the colonial era to the present day. It examines the relevance of the
concept to Singapore and examines the working arrangement that state
and civil society have arrived at. It discusses the legal and other
mechanisms that shape the functioning of civil society, and explores key
trends that will influence governability and the tenor of democracy in
Singapore
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238018
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Singapore Chronicles : Central Provident Fund / Chia Ngee Choon
Singapore : Institute of Policy Studies: Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
108p.
Includes Bibliographical References and Index
9789814747257
1. Central Provident Fund of Singapore
2. Social Security – Singapore
3. Employees’ deposits – Singapore
$ 12.00 / PB
150gm.
Since its inception in 1953, the Central Provident Fund (CPF), the
mandatory savings scheme, has evolved to meet Singaporeans’ housing
and investment aspirations as well as retirement needs while Singapore
progressed from Third World to First. The story of the CPF reflects the
economic history and social development of Singapore. CPF policies are
aligned with national objectives – economic growth, macroeconomic
stability, asset-building and savings for health and retirement. The CPF’s
intricate connection with housing financing has made Singapore’s social
protection system a unique social innovation in the world. With an ageing
population, the CPF will continue to explore more ways to stay relevant
to retirement and other needs. As the choice architect, the CPF Board
needs to anticipate behavioural responses and manage the expectations
of its members.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238414
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Singapore Chronicles : Environment / Kenneth Er, Leong Chee Chiew,
Khoo Teng Chye, Joseph Hui
Singapore : Institute of Policy Studies: Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
120p.
Includes Bibliographical References and Index
9789814747325
1. Environmental Policy – Singapore
2. Pollution – Singapore
3. Environmental Protection – Singapore
4. Sustainable Development – Singapore – Management
$ 12.00 / PB
150gm.
This book documents Singapore’s journey towards greater environmental
sustainability, biodiversity, and public cleanliness. Its draws on the
experiences of two government institutions: the National Parks Board
and the National Environment Agency. It assesses Singapore’s record in
achieving for its residents a higher quality of life, greater environmental
sustainability, and an aesthetically pleasant place in which to live and to
work.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238026

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Singapore Chronicles : Theatre / Robin Loon, Kok Heng Leun, Zizi Azah
Binte Abdul Majid, Vadivalagan Shanamuga
Singapore : Institute of Policy Studies: Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
120p.
Includes Bibliographical References and Index
9789814747363
1. Theater-Singapore
2. Theater-Singapore- History
$ 12.00 / PB
150gm.
Theatre is the most active and vibrant of the performing arts in
Singapore. This book surveys the beginnings, evolution and current state
of the theatre in English, Mandarin, Malay and Tamil against the backdrop
of Singapore’s rise as a nation and as a cultural polity. The book examines
issues of regulation, cultural-linguistic imperatives, and the use of theatre
as a mirror to Singapore which asks the nation and its people to reflect on
themselves and their contexts.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238415
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Singapore Chronicles : Transport / A P Gopinath Menon
Singapore : Institute of Policy Studies: Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
108p.
Includes Bibliographical References and Index
9789814747271
1. Transportation – Singapore
2. Transportation – Singapore – History
3. Singapore – Social Policy
$ 12.00 / PB
150gm.
This book traces the development of Singapore’s land transport system
since its modern founding in 1819. Until Independence in 1965, the
provision of roads, traffic devices, and private, public and non-motorised
transport were permitted to develop without any masterplanning. It was
not until a sound and workable transport strategy was formulated
in the early 1970s and implemented rigorously, that there was a marked
improvement in the provision of transport services. Besides the tested
methods of building roads, and implementing better traffic management
and improved bus and rail services, Singapore is a pioneer in road
congestion pricing. The safe and efficient movement of people
and goods will always remain a top priority.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238416
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Neither civil nor servant : the Philip Yeo Story / Peh Shing Huei with Han
Fook Kwang
Singapore : Straits Times Press Pte. Ltd., [2016]
276p.
9789814642637
1. Yeo, Philip, 19462. Singapore – Officials and Employees- Biography
$ 30.00 / PB
478gm.
“Don’t call me a civil servant. I consider that an insult.” – Philip Yeo
Philip Yeo is unlike any civil servant. He prefers action over talk, cartoons
over words and speed over due process. The maverick was blunt, direct
and not afraid to challenge the status quo, earning him a reputation not
only as one of Singapore’s most accomplished government officials, but
also among its most colourful bureaucrats.
Neither Civil Nor Servant captures the half a century career of the former
Economic Development Board chairman, telling the stories of brilliant
achievements almost unparalleled in the history of the Singapore civil
service. Yeo was the man who turned Batam into a household name in
Singapore, created Jurong Island from seawater and put the country on
the biomedical map globally with its iconic Biopolis. The famous rule
breaker bulldozed his way through the bureaucracy he was a part of,
blazing new paths in a manner more akin to an entrepreneur than a civil
servant. In the process, he offended more than a few and was never afraid
to challenge naysayers publicly, regardless of status and background.
In the hands of acclaimed journalist and author Peh Shing Huei, this
authorised biography brings out Philip Yeo the private man behind the
public figure and uncovers the behind-the-scene stories of some of
Singapore’s biggest post-independence military, economic and political
adventures. Neither Civil Nor Servant is an engaging and enthralling
book, offering fascinating insights into one of Singapore’s most
unconventional pioneer civil servants.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238417
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E W Barker : The People’s Minister / Susan Sim
Singapore : Straits Times Press Pte. Ltd., [2016]
427p.
9789814642699
1. Barker, Eddie, 1920-2001
2. Cabinet Officers-Singapore-Biography
3. Singapore – Politics and Government – 1963-1965
4. Singapore – Politics and Government – 1965-1990
$ 36.00 / PB
790gm.
“Barker was not a natural politician – he lacked raw political ambition
and the consuming passion of the ideologically driven. He was a natural
leader – in sports, in school. He also had a
first rate mind; he was a Queen’s Scholar. He was a renaissance
gentleman and a human being comfortable in his own skin – no chip on
the shoulder, nothing to prove and not one to seek out the political
limelight.
As such, one tends to forget how much he was a crucial element in our
birth as a sovereign nation – this reluctant politician was the legal midwife of Singapore’s Separation and birth
as an independent nation; the man who as Speaker shaped the
conventions and order of a new Parliament; the man who as Minister was
behind some of our most important nation-ilding endeavor like public
housing, reclamation etc.
Many remark how we remember the man that Eddie Barker was and
forget he was a Minister because the human being in him was always so
much larger and deeper and real than any
institutional role he played at any one time.
This book attempts to piece together the story of Eddie Barker – his
deeds, his accomplishments and the extraordinary life he led being the
man that he was – and just how much Singaporeans and Singapore have
been the beneficiaries of it.”
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238418
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Schooling Joseph /Chan U-Gene, Rohit Brijnath
Singapore : Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
148p.
9789814642804
1. Schooling, Joseph
2. Swimmers – Singapore – Biography
$ 22.00 / PB
644gm.
This book chronicles his swim to superstardom – from its start in
Singapore when he was a child, to his sojourn in the United States for
training when he was a teenager, and finally
culminating in the glory of gold in the 2016 Rio Olympic Games.
Based on interviews and photographs with Schooling and his family and
friends by Singapore’s national English newspaper, The Straits Times,
over the years, the story is a study of the swimmer’s secret to success,
including the sacrifices made and the support given by his family.
This official biography of Joseph Schooling carries his signature, as well as
a motivational message from him to readers.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238419

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Law
Tort of Defamation before the Singapore Courts 1965-2015 : A
Comparative and Empirical Study / Gary Chan Kok Yew
Singapore: Academy Publishing, 2017
xlviii, 168p.
Includes Index
9789811116087
$ 60.00 / PB
352gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238016
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Woon’s Corporations Law, Desk Edition
Singapore : LexisNexis, 2016
1v.
$ 500.00
Woon’s Corporations Law Desk Edition focuses primarily on the
interpretation and explication of the Companies Act (Cap 50). It consists
of annotations to the sections of the Companies Act fully updated to
include all the latest amendments and seeks to illustrate the provisions
by references to case law and related legislation where necessary. This
book is an invaluable source of information for practitioners, company
secretaries, academics, students and anyone engaged in or interested in
the laws governing companies in Singapore.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238420

-------------------------------------------------------------------------Singapore Court Practice 2017 / Jeffrey Pinsler SC
Singapore : LexisNexis, 2016
1v.
$ 1300.00
About the Book • Analysis of all case law developments including
particular emphasis on vital rulings of the Supreme Court and important
decisions from other jurisdictions. • Analysis of revised legislation
affecting various areas of civil practice. • Precise commentary and
practice-oriented approach to suit the needs of both a busy and new
practitioner. • All orders thoroughly revised. • New detailed
commentaries on recently introduced Orders. This edition covers •
Detailed commentaries on new Orders including the Singapore
International Commercial Court and simplified processes in the State
Courts. • Thorough discussion of developments concerning the Rules of
Court brought about by 10 sets of amendment rules since 2014. •
Analysis of over 100 new Singapore and Commonwealth cases since
previous edition. Key Features • More than a comprehensive work on
Civil Practice, it also explains the difficult areas of the law and provides
the civil litigator with all the necessary arguments for his case. • Covers
all amendments to statutes, Rules of Court as well as case law
developments, practice directions, other legal sources and practice
information. • New format cross-references to Forms which are
conveniently included at the end of each Order. • Author’s work relied on
by the Courts as persuasive authority in more than 400 cases.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238421
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Comparative Legal Systems / Basil C. Bitas (Author)
Singapore : LexisNexis, 2016
1v.
$ 90.00 / PB
This book takes a novel approach to the area of comparative legal study
by identifying eight orienting propositions that together inform the study
of "comparative law", or as this book tends to prefer, "comparative legal
systems". Thus, this book is not so much a recitation and summary of
comparative law concepts, but rather an operational road map for
approaching the area. Taken together, the eight propositions reflect
certain central themes that define the area for scholars while offering
practitioners and informed observers a guide for understanding and
navigating the forces shaping the evolving international legal
environment. A book tailored to provide a basis for understanding the
role of comparative legal study in an increasingly interconnected world
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=220362

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Employment Law in Singapore, 5th Edition / Ravi Chandran (Author)
Singapore : LexisNexis, 2016
1v.
$ 175.00
Employment Law in Singapore (5th Ed) documents the latest changes in
legislation, such as the setting up of the Employment Claims Tribunal, as
well as developments in case law such as those relating to the exercise of
discretion, restraint of trade and fiduciary duties. Written in clear and
concise language, this publication is a comprehensive text on
employment law in Singapore which considers both basic as well as
complicated issues. It is written for both the legally trained and those
without legal training, such as employers, business students and human
resource practitioners.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238422
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Essentials of Expatriate Tax
Singapore : LexisNexis, 2016
1v.
$ 50.00 / PB
Managing tax risks associated with the expatriates can be a challenge for
the Human Resource and Talent Management professionals because they
are not tax experts. Unfortunately, the market does not currently have
any easy-to-read guide on expatriate tax issues written in a non-technical
fashion to help them understand such risks. Essentials of Expatriate Tax
seeks to bridge this gap to empower non-tax professionals to understand
such issues and be in a better position to know how to manage the tax
risks. Key Features • Corporate and personal income tax issues relating to
mobile expatriates (i.e. expatriates who undertake frequent business
travel and short-term assignments in overseas countries) • Personal
income tax issues relating to structuring expatriates’ remuneration
package to achieve tax-optimisation result for them and their employers •
Corporate and personal income tax issues relating to terminating
expatriates’ employment.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238423

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Practitioners’ Library Assessment of Damages: Personal Injuries and
Fatal Accidents, 3rd Edition / Carrie Chan (Contributor) , Constance Tay
(Contributor) , Laura Lau (Contributor) , Lorraine Ho (Contributor) ,
Lynette Yap (Contributor) , Ong Chin Rhu (Contributor) , Sandra Looi
(Contributor) , Wong Peck (Contributor)
Singapore : LexisNexis, 2016
1v.
$ 325.00
As with the first and second editions, the third edition sets out the
important principles for the various types of losses and the amounts of
damages awarded for them where injury or death has occurred. The third
edition is an updated collection of awards made by the Supreme Court
and the State Courts. Substantial developments in the law are explored
and covered in considerable detail in this third edition.
Key Features • Sets out the general principles relating to assessment of
damages • Includes tables of awards made in the Supreme Court and
State Courts • Fully updated content including legislative changes and
latest case law developments • Contributors consist of an esteemed panel
of State Courts Judges
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238424
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Admiralty Law and Practice, Third Edition / Toh Kian Sing, SC (Author)
Singapore : LexisNexis, 2016
1v.
$ 410.00
The Third Edition, coming nearly a decade after the Second, covers the
seminal decisions on admiralty law handed down by courts in Singapore,
Australia, United Kingdom and Hong Kong over the last ten years. Various
chapters have been rewritten to take into legislative and caselaw
developments, particularly in the areas of invocation of admiralty
jurisdiction, procedure of arrest, maritime liens as well as tonnage
limitation. While the legislative references are based on Singapore and
Malaysian law, the book also includes cases from other jurisdictions
which have the same or broadly similar legislative framework on
admiralty law as these two jurisdictions such as the United Kingdom,
Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong and Canada. Earlier editions of this
Book have been cited in decisions of the Singapore, Malaysian, Hong Kong
and Australian courts.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238425
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Law and Practice of Corporate Finance in Singapore / Tan Chong Huat
(Author) , Tan Lay Hong (Author) , Chng Li-Ling (Author)
Singapore : LexisNexis, 2016
1v.
$ 280.00
Starting from the causes and consequences of the 2008 global financial
crisis, this book grounds the reader with the basic forms of corporate
finance and the sources of the law governing it in Singapore.
Written by the team at RHT Law Taylor Wessing which comprises leading
practitioners and two law professors, this book strives to explain the Law
and Practice of Corporate Finance in Singapore to the C-Suite, business
executives, professionals and lawyers. Starting from the causes and
consequences of the 2008 global financial crisis, this book grounds the
reader with the basic forms of corporate finance and the sources of the
law governing it in Singapore.
Key Features:
• Covers the nuts and bolts of finance and financial theory ranging from
cross-border issues, IPOs to reporting requirements, this truly is the go-to
resource for anyone who is involved in or curious about corporate
finance in Singapore.
• Explains the law and practice of corporate finance in Singapore to the CSuite, business executives, professionals and lawyers.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=220366
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Understanding Lawyers’ Ethics in Singapore / Alvin Chen (Author)
Helena Whalen-Bridge (Author)
Singapore : LexisNexis, 2016
1v.
$ 100.00 / PB
Understanding Lawyers’ Ethics in Singapore sets out the essence of key
ethical rules, principles and standards in Singapore’s regulatory regime
for legal practitioners. Focusing on the new professional conduct rules
which came into force on 18 November 2015, this book examines how
judicial conceptions have shaped lawyers’ ethics in Singapore and
provides commentary on the principles-based approach underlying the
new rules. It is highly recommended for all legal practitioners practising
law in Singapore. It also assists academics and students in understanding
the important role that lawyers’ ethics play in promoting the
administration of justice in Singapore.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238427
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Criminal Law in Myanmar “ A commentary on the Myanmar Penal Code
that describes and critically evaluates the general principles of criminal
responsibility contained in the Code / Chan Wing Cheong (Author) ,
Michael Hor (Author) , Mark McBride (Author) , Neil Morgan (Author) ,
Stanley Yeo (Author)
Singapore : LexisNexis, 2016
1v.
$ 180.00 /PB
The first of its kind, this commentary on the Myanmar Penal Code
describes and critically evaluates the general principles of criminal
responsibility contained in the Code with a view to assisting the
application of the law. The major offences against the person and
property are examined. Leading cases from Myanmar, India, Malaysia and
Singapore are considered along with relevant cases from other
jurisdictions. Given the antiquity of the Penal Code, this commentary
engages with a law reform exercise for each topic covered. The end
product is a “General Part” for inclusion in the Penal Code, comprising
precise and comprehensible provisions reflecting contemporary views
about criminal responsibility. Key Features - Comprehensive analysis of
the general principles of criminal responsibility in Myanmar. - Analysis of
the major offences against the person and property in light of the general
principles of criminal responsibility. - Review of all major relevant cases
from Myanmar, India, Malaysia and Singapore. - Placing the law in a
historical and theoretical context pointing to its strengths and
weaknesses, and suggesting potential reform to bring the law into the
21st Century.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238430
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Building Contract Law in Singapore / Edwin Lee Peng Khoon
Singapore : LexisNexis, 2016
1v.
$ 175.00
This book deals with the law relating to building contracts. It discusses
the key legal principles applicable, and is extensively illustrated with
decisions from court cases. It covers all major issues that are commonly
encountered by those in the construction industry. These include: Delays
and Liquidated Damages Claims for payments under the Security of
Payment Act Calls on performance bonds Damages for defects Variation
claims Termination of contracts Key Features • Handy reference to all
relevant legal principles • Accessible to lay readers with interest in
construction law – developers, construction professionals, contractors
etc. • Though accessible, this book also provides a succinct introduction
to construction law for lawyers, with the comprehensive footnotes
providing the necessary material to those who wish to research the law
further
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238431

-----------------------------------------------------SINGAPORE CIVIL PROCEDURE 2017
Singapore : Sweet and Maxwell, 2016
2v.
9789811113642
$ 1108.00
Authoritative content from over 50 legal minds, with Editor-in-Chief
Judicial Commissioner Foo Chee Hock:
•
District Court Judges: Clement Julien Tan, Kenneth Choo, Tan May
lee,
•
State Counsels from the Attorney-General's Chambers:
Terri Lim and Francis Kit.
•
Senior Counsels: Cavinder Bull SC, Andre Maniam SC, Lok Vi
Ming SC and Kian Sing Toh SC.
•
Renowned law firms: Allen & Gledhill, Wong Partnership,
Tan Kok Quan Partnership, Aequitas, Morgan Lewis Stamford, Khattar
Wong, Tan Rajah & Cheah, Drew & Napier and Oon & Bazul.
•
Assistant Registrars of the Supreme Court.
•
Academics from the SIngapore Management University
(SMU): Dorcas Quek and Dennis Wong.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238432
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CIVIL LITIGATION IN SINGAPORE / (Ed) Chan Sek Keong
Singapore : Sweet and Maxwell, 2016
1v.
9789810981297
$ 479.00
This book is an essential reference for civil litigation practice in
Singapore. Prepared to unparalleled quality by a team of expert
contributors, many of whom are senior counsel in leading law practices, it
provides thorough, in-depth and well-researched guidance for the
successful practice of civil litigation.
The book covers key topical areas of civil litigation practice as well as
costs, alternative dispute resolution and the ethical duties of counsel. The
commentary in this treatise, which is supported by regular citations of
case authorities, applicable statutory provisions and relevant practice
directions, contains a wealth of valuable experience to aid its user in
navigating through the intricacies of civil practice. The application of the
provisions of the Rules of Court is given careful treatment to ensure a
firm appreciation of all the court procedures. One chapter is devoted to
the specialised proceedings in the Singapore International Commercial
Court.
To make this book a complete source of reference for the busy litigator,
instructive checklists and useful sample documents have been included to
complement the invaluable commentary, making it an indispensable
repository of materials to support a progressive and successful civil
litigation practice.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=233489
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LAW AND PRACTICE OF FAMILY LAW IN SINGAPORE / Valerie Thean
Singapore : Sweet & Maxwell, 2016
1v.
9789810981266
$ 366.00
Family Law practice has undergone a period of rapid and significant
change recently with the establishment of the Family Justice Courts in
2014. Law and Practice of Family Law in Singapore provides a clear
picture of the law and practice relating to family proceedings in the
Family Court and the High Court.
The book covers the entire range of family business and contains all the
essential materials you need to practise in the Family Court. It provides
comprehensive coverage of Family Law written by a respected and
authoritative team including judicial officers. Fully updated to include the
latest case law, as well as full coverage of new and amended legislation,
this book is one not to be missed by practitioners of family law.
KEY FEATURES:
Presents a clear and detailed account of family law, covering the
fundamental principles and how the law works in practice.
Discusses new rules for the Family Justice Courts introduced by
amendments in 2015 – takes account of all the key issues faced in today’s
practice.
Written by a respected and authoritative team of family law practitioners
and judicial officers.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=233488
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THE LAW OF EVIDENCE IN SINGAPORE / Chen Siyuan, Lionel Leo
Singapore : Sweet and Maxwell, 2016
1v.
9789810981235
$ 230.00 / HB
The Law of Evidence in Singapore presents to lawyers the classical topics
of evidence law with clarity and depth. The book, which arranges the
topics in the most thematically logical structure, combines
straightforward explanations with scholarly analyses of the Evidence Act,
local case law, and developments in other jurisdictions.
KEY FEATURES:
In-depth analysis of key topics in this field - coverage includes references
to relevant academic works, legislative debates, and the practices and
developments in other common law jurisdictions.
Structured approach based on the Evidence Act with comprehensive
commentary on Evidence Act provisions supported by extensive citation
of local and foreign case law.
Comparative analysis with the evidence law of other leading common law
jurisdictions - proposes a fundamental re-look at the subject with
emphasis placed on first principles.
Probing analysis of controversial issues and nascent developments in
evidence law.
Provides instructive chapter summaries and flowcharts for the major
topics.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=228585
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LAW RELATING TO SPECIFIC CONTRACTS IN SINGAPORE, 2ND EDITION
/ (Eds) Steven Chong, Cavinder Bull
Singapore : Sweet and Maxwell, 2016
1v.
9789810981198
$ 779.00
Law Relating to Specific Contracts in Singapore, 2nd Edition is an
authoritative reference that covers contractual issues in most common
commercial situations that practitioners are likely to encounter in their
practice in Singapore.
Its breadth of coverage, scope and detail make it an indispensable treatise
on the application of the law of contract in commercial transactions. This
new edition includes copious citation of Singapore and foreign case
authorities and a careful review of new statutory provisions. This
comprehensive reference will continue to be the practitioner's choice for
authority and clarity of discussion.
KEY FEATURES:
Completely up-to-date with new case authorities and legislation.
Provides clear and accurate statement on the current position of the law
Written by an expert panel of leading practitioners
Text has been extensively reviewed and rewritten to provide in-depth
analysis that may be confidently relied on
Contains 3 new chapters - Employment Contracts, Bills of Exchange and
Hotel Management Contracts
Supplemented by detailed index for easy access to the text
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=228587

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Literature
Mum Is Where The Heart Is / You Jin (Winner of the Cultural Medallion)
(Translated) Shelly Bryant
Singapore: Epigram Books Pte Ltd, 2016 (Originally published 2007)
210p.
9789814615471
Cultural Medallion Series
1. Chinese essays – 21st century
$ 22.00 / PB
324gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238433
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Abuse Suxxx!!! and Other Plays / Haresh Sharma
Singapore: The Necessary Stage, 2016
200p.
9789810999476
$ 28.00 / PB
574gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238434

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Politics
The Loner : President Yudhoyono’s decade of Trial and Indecision / John
McBeth
Singapore : Straits Times Press Pte Ltd., [2016]
384p.
9789814642620
1. Yudhoyono, Susilo Bambang, 19492. Indonesia – Politics and Government – 21st Century
3. Indonesia – History -21st Century
$ 32.00/PB
625gm.
The Loner tells the story of President’s Yudhoyono’s decade in power,
describing in detail the many challenges he faced and why
Indonesia is still struggling with its past.
• The first comprehensive review of President Yudhoyono’s decade in
power.
• Why a leader of Yudhoyono’s abilities failed to fulfill his undoubted
promise.
• A description of Indonesia’s emergence from the 1997–98 financial
crisis and the many missed opportunities that came with the 2004–2012
commodity boom.
The Loner is not only a warts-and-all assessment of President Susilo
Bambang Yudhoyono’s legacy as Indonesia’s sixth and first directlyelected president, but also reflects on the many interesting issues of his
decade in power which did not receive the sustained media attention they
deserved. In this regard, it is as much a record of those years as it is of
Yudhoyono’s leadership itself, covering everything from natural disasters
and fuel subsidies to terrorism, corruption, resource nationalism and a
bank scandal that, for many people, marked a significant turning point in
the retired general’s once-promising presidency.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238435
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India Rising : Fresh Hope New Fears, my diary of an Indian decade / Ravi
Velloor ; with a foreword by George Yeo
Singapore : Straits Times Press, [2016]
368p.
Includes Bibliograpy and References
9789814642613
1. India – Politics and Government – 21st Century
2. India – Foreign Relations – 21st Century
3. India – Social Conditions – 21st Century
4. India – Economic Policy – 21st Century
$ 28.00 / PB
524gm.
INDIA RISING tries to chronicle that India, alongside its convulsions. It is
a collection of anecdotes and observations of the significant events that
marked the decade of Congress Party rule under Manmohan Singh,
culminating in the rise of Modi… It is built around the access the writer
enjoyed with some of the key decision-makers of the time. It is targeted at
the person who has a general idea of India, and perhaps is curious to
know more. The reader is invited to begin anywhere, because the
chapters are very nearly self-contained – like the traditional Indian
village community that only needed to reach out of its territory for salt
and matrimonial alliances.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238436

---------------------------------------------------------------------------The Netherlands, Singapore, Our Regions, Our World : Connecting Our
Common Future / Mark Rutte
Singapore: ISEAS Publishing (ISEAS Yusof Ishak Institute), 2016
22p.
The 39th Singapore Lecture (24 November 2016) – The Singapore
Lecture Series
ISSN: 0129-1912 ; 9789814620307
1. Netherlands – Foreign relations – Singapore
2. Singapore – Foreign relations - Netherlands
$ 16.00 / PB
68gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238437
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Living Next to the Giant : The political Economy of Vietnam’s Relations
with China under Doi Moi / Le Hong Hiep
Singapore: ISEAS Publishing (ISEAS Yusof Ishak Institute), 2017
xiv, 262p.
Includes Index ; Bibliography
9789814459631
1. Vietnam – Political and government
2. Vietnam – Foreign relations – China
3. China – Foreign relations - Vietnam
$ 35.00 / PB
358gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238438

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Heritage and Identity in Contemporary Thailand : Memory, Place and
Power / Ross King
Singapore: NUS Press, 2017
xiv, 322p.
Includes Index ; Bibliography
9789814722278
1. Thailand – Conduct of life
2. Thailand – Social conditions
3. Thailand – Social values
4. Thailand – Politics and government
$ 32.00 / PB
628gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=238439
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